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Discussion

Result

Key Discussion Items

Monday 01/27/2020

Discussion - Welcome, introductions
- Eric, Michelle and Tom welcomed new workgroup members

Decisions
- None

Discussion - Review meeting schedule (changes)
- Michelle reviewed this week’s meeting schedule with workgroup members
  - Noted one change in the agenda; Tom was going to be out for a day.

Decisions
- None

Discussion – Open Session
- Co-chairs reviewed the process in obtaining access to iMeet for TGB/WG15
  - Discussion regarding how to utilize iMeet.
- Co-chairs reviewed the process in obtaining access to OnlyConnect
- Co-chairs reviewed how to obtain the applicable access to Change Request in iMeet
- Co-chairs reviewed the difference between iMeet and OnlyConnect

Decisions
- Workgroup members worked through obtaining the applicable access

Discussion – Plan interim call schedule
- Work group agreed to continue interim meetings on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each month except the month in which the workgroup is meeting F2F; from 1:00-2:00 EST
  - Noted that there is some discussion in management regarding making some changes to gotomeeting information; we currently share gotomeeting with TGB/WG2; co-chairs will inform everyone via iMeet when the changes will go into effect.
  - Co-chair training for the new call system will be conducted during the week of February 23rd; staff will send out meeting invites.

Decisions
- TGB/WG15 Interim meetings will occur on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays from 1:00 to 2:00 EST.
- TGB/WG5 interim Meeting scheduled for March will be posted prior to the March 4th, 2020 meeting.

Decisions
- None

Tuesday 01/28/2020

Discussion – Discussion regarding 838 CRs
- Welcome new attendees to the workgroup
Discussed the open CRs
Next steps with the CRs
Determined next steps for Wednesday morning and Thursday; team decided to have Tom available to further our knowledge

**Decisions**

**Discussion - Open Session**

Discussed next steps for regarding CMS NPPES
- What is next with the NPRM from ONC and CMS regarding provider information
- Reviewed NPPES layout for provider information after enumeration
- Reviewed additional documents from [http://download.cms.gov/nppes/NPI_Files.html](http://download.cms.gov/nppes/NPI_Files.html)

**Decisions**

We would like to have CMS and NPPES available for our 2020 Summer June workgroup session
- Michelle has reached out; CMS and NPPES Deputy Director has stated they would be able to attend 1 day;
  - Recommendation to have a panel discussion with CMS and NPPES, a health plan and a provider as well as the workgroup co-chairs and;
  - Have CMS and NPPES join our workgroup session so we can effectively establish partnership and standards that will lead to interoperability and

**Discussion – Reviewed the NPRM(s) specifically Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to Improve the Interoperability of Health Information**

- Discussion regarding the Fact Sheets on the Proposed Rule
- Discussion regarding the Webinars that are available for viewing
- Discussion regarding Interoperability and how our TR3s are focused on interoperability

**Decisions**

Workgroup meetings will continue to share information as the co-chairs and workgroup members learn from attending webinars, meetings, etc.

**Wednesday 01/29/2020**

**Discussion - TGB Management Meeting**

- Management discussed with co-chairs the need to finish 7030 guides.
- Management indicated guide examples need to be created and submitted by Summer Standing Meeting.
  - There needs to be at least 1 example per guide.
  - Work groups do not need to follow the CR BRTS process for example; can create and submit as a word document.
- Discussed work groups needing to prioritize any open CRs.
- Management discussed with co-chairs elevating version 7030 to version 8010.

**Decisions**

- Voting opportunity virtually
- Provider Information TR3s need to be completed and either out for comment or second comment period in before 3rd Q20

**Discussion: 274 TR3**

- Discussion regarding CRs
  - CR1822
    - Review comments;
### Discussion — General Discussion

- Work group discussed moving from version 7030 to version 8010.
  - Participants agreed an understanding of the differences between the versions is needed.
  - Discussed CRs for published 7030 guides will move into version 8020 and CRs for non-published 7030 guides would be applied to version 8010.

### Decisions

- None

### Discussion — Report Out

- Started work with co-chairs and workgroup participants in creating our Report Out of the week’s activities.

### Decisions

- Michelle will present, Tom and Eric will be checking their flights

### Discussion: Develop transaction examples

- Participants discussed version 7030 moving to version 8010, may need to review completed examples just ensure nothing needs to be revised.

### Decisions

- None

### Discussion: Finalize CRs

- 838 6020X305 Change Requests
  - CR 1954-Entity Clarification Update
  - CR 1955-CORE grouping mechanism
  - CR 1956-Public comment updates

### Decisions

- Reviewing for completion and next steps

### Thursday 01/30/2020

#### Discussion: Continue Provider Information Discussions

- Discussion regarding gender coding, codes for both provider directories and payer directories
  - Gender coding is important when consumers are “shopping” for an in-network provider as the consumer might be looking for a provider who is able to assist the consumer with specific procedures
  - Gender coding is important for being available in our TRs across X12N
  - WEDI has a gender code subworkgroup who is focusing on proposing a gender combined “code-set” for the health care industry to utilize

### Decisions

- Some workgroup members are looking for the opportunity to work with the proposed gender “code-set”

#### Discussion: Create Informational Forum presentations

- Co-Chairs and workgroup members completed the Provider Information Report Out

### Decisions

- Michelle to report out for the Provider Information workgroup